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NEW QUESTION: 1
Note: This question is part of a series of questions that present the same scenario. Each
question in the series contains a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some
question sets might have more than one correct solution, while others might not have a correct
solution.
After you answer a question in this section. You will NOT be able to return to it. As a result,
these questions will not appear in the review screen.
You have a database that tracks orders and deliveries for customers in North America. The
database contains the following tables:
Sales.Customers
Application.Cities
Sales.CustomerCategories
Your company is developing a new social application that connects customers to each other
based on the distance between their delivery locations.
You need to write a query that returns the nearest customer.
Solution: You run the following Transact-SQL statement:
The variable @custID is set to a valid customer.
Does the solution meet the goal?
A. No
B. Yes
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation
ShortestLineTo (geometry Data Type) Returns a LineString instance with two points that
represent the shortest distance between the two geometry instances. The length of the
LineString instance returned is the distance between the two geometry instances.
STLength (geometry Data Type) returns the total length of the elements in a geometry instance.
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/t-sql/spatial-geometry/shortestlineto-geometry-data-ty
pe

NEW QUESTION: 2
A customer has an Aruba solution with APs, MCs, and an MM The customer also uses AirWave
and ClearPass. The customer wants to add Aruba CX Switches, which use per-user tunneled
node, to the solution.
How should the Aruba CX Switches integrate with the existing solution in order to determine
when to tunnel device traffic to MCs?

A. They should implement authentication to ClearPass.
B. They should be managed by AirWave with SNMPv3.
C. They should be manually added as MDs in MM.
D. They should be directed to MCs by a DHCP or DNS server.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
Select the five tasks that need to be performed on the Automated Installer (AI) install server
before setting up the client.
A. Create the AI install service.Specify the path to the AI network boot image ISO file and the
path where the AI net image ISO file should be unpacked.
B. Download the AI boot image. The image must be the same version as the Oracle Solaris OS
that you plan to install on the client.
C. The DHCP server must be enabled on the install server and must provide the DHCP service
for the clients.
D. Set up a IP address on the AI install server.
E. Create a local IPS repository on the AI Install server and start the repository server service,
the publisher origin to the repository file.
F. Download the text install image into the IPS repository.
G. DHCP must be available on the network for the Install server and the clients, but the install
server does not need to be the DHCP server.
H. Install the AI installation tools.
I. Create the AI install service. Specify the path to the AI network boot image ISO file and the
path to the IPS repository.
Answer: D,F,G,H,I
Explanation:
B:Configure the AI install server to use a static IP address and default route.
D: The create-service command can set up DHCP on the AI install server. If you want to set up a
separate DHCP server or configure an existing DHCP server for use with AI. The DHCP server
must be able to provide DNS information to the systems to be installed.
E: An automated installation of a client over the network consists of the following high-level
steps:
1.The client system boots over the network and gets its network configuration and the location
of
the install server from the DHCP server.
2.The install server provides a boot image to the client.
3.Characteristics of the client determine which installation instructions and which system
configuration instructions are used to install the client.
4.The Oracle Solaris 11 OS is installed on the client, pulling packages from the package
repository specified by the installation instructions in the AI install service.
G: Install the AI tool set.
Use the installadm create-service command to create an AI install service. Give the service a
meaningful name, and specify the path where you want the service created. Specify the source
of
the network boot image (net image) package or ISO file.
installadm create-service [-n svcname] [-s FMRI_or_ISO] [-d imagepath]
-d imagepath The imagepath is the location of the new install service. The
install-image/solaris-autoinstall package is installed to this location, or the specified ISO file is
expanded at this location.
Reference: Installing Oracle Solaris 11 Systems, Create an AI Install Service

NEW QUESTION: 4
The Sawgrass Health Center is an institution that trains healthcare professionals and performs
various clinical and other types of healthcare-related research. Because Sawgrass receives
government funding, it is required to provide medical care for the poor. Of the following types
of health plans, Sawgrass can best be described as:
A. A medical foundation
B. A community health center (CHC)
C. An academic medical center (AMC)
D. A healthcare cooperative
Answer: C
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